HB111 – Testimony
Opposing

My name is Emory C. "Chuck" Wheeler, Life-long Alaska Inupiat citizen of Northern Alaska for the past
seven decades. As a Senior Elder, VA Air Combat Vet, living in Nome USA, DO NOT support
HB 111. It is poor legislation, chasing the declining oil production revenue for the past decade is Not
benefitting all Alaskans,,, TRUSTEES of the states' non-renewable natural resources.

Alaska's PRIORITY No. 1 is fiscal responsibility and a sustainable balanced state budget, NOT Oil & Gas
tax incentives; production taxes; payments and credits..

DEFICTS are as a result of the past and present legislators FAILING to address the issue. Lack of
OVERSIGHT by the ASL , has caused a $ 11+ BILLION unfunded pension plan . SINCE 2004, it has grown
and in 2012, Legislative Finance Division Director, David Teal, warned of the greater need to spend
savings. WE are now at that crossroads.. Spending the Earnings Reverse Account of the Permanent Fund,
and attempting to amend the Permanent Dividend, contrary to the consent of the owners, the citizens
of the State of Alaska whom live in RURAL ALASKA and depend on the "shares of wealth" that each and
every one owns. ASL is ONLY the Elected officials whom represent the TRUSTEES of the Wealth of
the Fund.

David Teal further predicted the state could be "running" DEFICITS by FY 2015. Correct again,ASL had
their "heads in the sand" and in the pockets of the OIL and Gas lobbyist's. Sham on You.

"Stop the feel good to Oil&Gas Industry." and deal the important issue of DEFICITS and a reduction of
non-essential employees' and INACT a fair and reasonable 15-18% State-wide INCOME TAX including a
provision to include OUT of STATE workers on the North Slope and Cook Inlet Oil and Gas patch . A
separate bill for each is essential . Simple is better.

Thank you for consideration of thses IMPORTANT matters.

E.C. Chuck Wheeler
Nome, Alaska 99762-1909

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing you to make my opinion of the HB111 oil tax bill known. I do not support HB111.

The oil industry in Alaska provides general fund revenues, State royalties, jobs, not to mention cheap,
reliable energy for the country in a safe and environmentally prudent manner.

Passage of HB111 would be the seventh oil tax law change in the past 12 years. It would be much
more positive to see politicians realize the detriment of such unstable oil tax legislation on
future investments than use this bill as a "quick fix" to try and make budget ends meet in the short-term.
A long-term outlook is necessary, and it requires continued oil and gas investment and development
that passage of HB111 will likely inhibit.

Thank you for your consideration,
Erica Livingston

